
         
 
Press Release 
 
Terraplay expands global network with moves into the UK and 
Singapore 
 
Stockholm, 2006-05-04.Terraplay announces the setup of two new offices in 
response to increased global demand for its services. 
 
Terraplay have today announced the setup of two new offices as they push 
forward with commercial expansion in the online gaming market. In response to 
both customer and market demands, Terraplay has launched an Asian 
headquarters in Singapore and a Western European office in the United Kingdom. 
 
Terraplay’s increased market take-up has resulted in greater demand for both 
partner management and sales resources on a global basis. With these two new 
locations Terraplay are commencing an expansion that will re-affirm its leading 
position in the online mobile gaming space. 
 
Running Terraplay’s Singapore headquarters is newly announced signing Ben Gilbey 
who, with five years in the mobile content business and fifteen years of 
technology and multimedia development in Asia, brings a wealth of experience 
and industry contacts to the role. 
 
Successful services in the United Kingdom and increased market demands in the 
area will be met by Darren True. Darren brings a proven track record of success 
within the mobile content and entertainment industry, working within both 
operators and mobile service providers.  
 
“Terraplay has consistently proven its capabilities to compete and win deals on a 
global basis. In response to both increased market traction and customer 
opportunities, the requirement for regional presences has become paramount”, 
says Stephen Morris, Sales Director at Terraplay, “this expansion will continue and 
assist us in the growth and management of our Global Gaming Network.” 
 
For more information please contact: 
 
Stephen Morris, Sales Director, Terraplay  
Phone: +46 768 517 999 
Email: stephen.morris@terraplay.com   
 
Daren True, Sales Director - UK 
Phone: +44 770 30 55 611, 
Email: darren.true@terraplay.com 

Ben Gilbey, Sales Director - APAC 
Phone: +65 9756 5757 
Email: ben.gilbey@terraplay.com  



About Terraplay 
Terraplay operates a Global Gaming Network, enabling game publishers, network operators and 
service providers to deliver revenue-generating connected gaming services to large communities 
across all channels. We offer a complete solution for mobile connected gaming on all platforms, 
including a powerful lobby with strong community tools for all types of games, in-game micro 
billing, asset download, and multiplayer connectivity for turn-based games through to fast-paced 
real-time 3D games. For more information on please visit www.terraplay.com. 


